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INTRODUCTION

Our crew has created a neural network capable of learning based on the knowledge and experience of professional traders.

OBJECTIVE

HighRewardCoin’s objective is to offer a wide circle of people an opportunity to gain high rewards by making use of our rich experience and advanced tools that include machine learning and blockchain technologies.

SOLUTION

Our bots are continuously improved and avoid numerous tiny errors typical for human actor during the trading on global exchanges. The humans are subject to emotions, moods and other external factors. Our companies’ trading bots are exempt from any such risks and therefore we can guarantee maximum gains. We invest significant resources into the development of neural network in order that our bots would be able to expand the spectrum of traded instruments and work with wider scope of exchanges and financial products.
What is High Reward Coin

- ABOUT US -

HighRewardCoin is a monetary system built on the Ethereum platform combining all the best properties of this platform.

- Simplified transfers
- Convenient remittance of assets
- Fast immediate P2P transactions
- The total amount of tokens is restricted
- HighRewardCoin is absolutely free from governmental or banking management
- The blockchain ledger insures your funds from hackers, scammers, and brute force.
What is High Reward Coin

- SPECIFICATION -

**Coin Name:** High Reward Coin  
**Symbol:** HRC  
**Platform:** Ethereum  
**Total Supply:** 12,000,000 HRC  
**Total Sale For ICO:** 9,240,000 HRC  
**Total Refferal and Bounty:** 10% of selling HRC  
**Token Sale Price:** 0.8$ - 1.75$ = 1 HRC  
**Price After ICO:** 15$  
Token Sale will be open from 20.01.2018 - 20.02.2018  
**Soft cap:** 1,000,000$  
**Hard cap:** 12,730,000$ (The amount can be lowered)
HighRewardCoin trading token system will include a wallet where the users can keep, track and handle their personal HRC funds. Its interface will provide you with convenient and automated tools for browsing your token purchases and investments backlog as well as current assets. (See also ICO information on our site). The wallet is designed to be used in the token sale and an ensuing active HRC space. It is based on Ethereum’s strategic ERC20 protocol and is assumed to be used for storing HRC tokens exclusively.

BEST WALLET FOR HRC

- **MyEtherWallet** (no download needed)
- **MetaMask** (Firefox and Chrome browser addon)
- **Mist** (Desktop)
- **Parity** (Desktop)
- **imToken** (iPhone)
- **imToken** (Android)

Our HRC wallet is currently under development and will be presented shortly so that you will able to store your tokens in the wallet based on our proprietary platform.
HighRewardCoin has developed the tokens that comply with ERC20 standard rooted in Ethereum ledger and allowing efficient implementation of HRC tokens. ERC20 is a reference protocol that ensures the compatibility of coins, which contributes to the viability of HRC cryptospace. This means all ERC20 based coins are a variety of Ethereum tokens adhering to strictly defined standards. The complete compliance with ERC20 requires for the developer to integrate certain series of commands into their smart contract enabling them, in case of proper implementation, to have an access to the following functionality:

1. Generate the total reserves of coins
2. Calculate the balance of the wallet
3. Remit the tokens
4. Confirm the transfer of coins

ERC20 ensures smooth intercommunication with outside smart contracts and dAPPs in Ethereum ecosystem. The coins that feature only part of standard functionality are viewed as no fully compliant with ERC20.
- PURPOSE OF TOKENS -

HighRewardCoin (HRC) is a digital token designed for purchasing investment products on HighRewardCoin platform.

The platform will accept HRC tokens exclusively, which, after ICO, will only be available for buying at coin exchanges.

After the launch of lending system, the platform will have an internal exchange for users' convenience.

Why HRC will grow. We have one of the most appealing lending programs, and many people will want to participate in it, driving the HRC price higher. Our experts predict a 10x-14x rise during the first 3-4 months after the appearance of HRC on exchanges. The company will also direct part of its income to repurchase HRC off the exchanges, thus reducing their amount in circulation and driving the price upwards.
After the end of ICO our token will appear on the following exchanges:

www.etherdelta.com
www.yobit.io
www.coinexchange.io
www.gate.io
www.bleutrade.com
www.tradesatoshi.com
A cryptocurrency is an electronic asset with an object of transferring and storing value utilizing cryptographic methods to ensure the safety of operations, to manage the issue of new units, and to validate the remittance of funds. Cryptocurrency is considered as a type of digital currency, and is also described as an alternative or virtual money.

The Forex market (FX, or foreign exchange) is an international distributed or over-the-counter (OTC) space for the speculative transactions with currencies. The Forex marketplace and platforms dictate the rates for the currency exchange. The FX encompasses all kinds of purchasing, selling and trading currency at real-time or preset rates. It is the most voluminous trading market on the international scale, larger even than the credit marketplace.
- BINARY OPTIONS -

Binary options are the investing instruments allowing you to make bets on the increase or decrease of price of basic asset on an exchange during a specified period of time. These are of the two types. The first one is when you’re gaining if the option price at the specified date is higher than you paid for it, and receive nothing when the price has decreased. The second kind is when your gain depends on the price of underlying product. The major peculiarity of these instruments is that you make predictions on the possible increase or decrease of the product price, and that’s why they are called binary, because there are only two potential outcomes, winning or losing the whole amount.

- BLOCKCHAIN -

Blockchain is an innovative technological solution enabling the exchange of information using complex and absolutely secure cryptographic approach. In a way, blockchain reminds of a firm’s ledger containing the registry of all money movements, incoming and outgoing, however this ledger is an electronic one. Additionally, blockchain is based on a drastic innovation, in that it has no middlemen validating the data, but instead the ledger is decentralized and spread over numerous individual nodes recording and verifying transactions in a trustless mode. The data cannot be erased after its input into the system, and their legitimacy requires the confirmation by the network’s majority of users.
There are four basic principles of the blockchain innovation: distributed registry of operations, majority validation of transactions, a contract describing the working guidelines for operations, and underlying cryptographic methodologies. To build a commercial blockchain system, one has to define the transactions and operations that would lie at its foundation. We will specify some straightforward parameters helpful in the categorization of legitimate operations. The following highly complicated operations provide chain verification on multiple levels:

- Traceable transactions
- Transactions with original and unchanging registry entries
- Identity verification
- Provision and building up of trust in the network community
- Novel commerce models

The described operations feature blockchain as a fundamental stratum connecting the transactional meshwork with the remittance procession system. The contract (guidelines for operations) is integrated into the blockchain. The network participants are also provided with the access to the data kept within the ledger. Any new operations and transactions are registered and processed in accordance with the contract guidelines.
**- ETHEREUM -**

The primary digital currency working on top of Ethereum's blockchain is known as ether. It is one of the leading cryptocurrencies along with Bitcoin useful as a means of exchange, saving as well as investing tool. The apps utilizing Ethereum platform may contribute service fees to the Ethereum network analogous to those of Bitcoin. The mentioned fees are tiny as compared to banking and credit services. On the other hand, when the network will grow, the amount and volume of transactions are expected to reach substantial scales.

**- BITCOIN -**

Bitcoin is an original blockchain-based cryptocurrency. While being virtual money without tangible form or reserve, is can be efficiently used for financial transactions. Similarly to cash stored in the bank account, Bitcoin amount may be expanded or diminished according to our profits or spending, however we cannot withdraw real notes from our crypto account via the ATM. Bitcoin is at present the most expensive crypto token with the highest market cap.
The Ethereum’s unique efficiency and performance potential lies in the fact that it enables the implementations of blockchain other than just that of decentralized electronic money. Ethereum allows writing smart contracts. Even though Bitcoin has capacities for writing similar guidelines, Ethereum has fundamental and powerful benefits.

The contract in question may be viewed as a short program whose work is transparent to everyone and usually, but not exclusively, incorporates monetary operations. Ethereum integrates the possibility to design programs with open source and unrestricted potential that would work over the blockchain (that is, on numerous machines or nodes) and can process and secure the payments. Simply put, such a smart contract is a set of instructions of a “if then else” type that are carried over in a decentralized space ensured by the blockchain technology which is exempt from possibilities of intrusion. For this very reason the name “contract” is preferred in this case, and not a “software”.

In foreseeable future, the cryptocurrencies will be globally recognized and used as demonstrated by the hype over Bitcoin. In 2017 it has shown the most rapid growth after almost eight years in existence. And there are no signs of this popularity slowing down as the capitalization of this market is only expanding on a daily basis, with the great support on part of population of the countries of Asia and Russia, the appearance of numerous new startups and companies exploiting the benefits of cryptos and blockchain, and so on. The cryptoeconomy is only preparing for real boom.
The development of this fast growing marketplace is undoubtedly due to the strong innovative characteristics and benefits of the underlying blockchain tech miracle. This technology will keep growing, and one shouldn’t be anxious about possible regulatory decisions, since it’s undeniably viable. Blockchain appeared in the headlines owing to Bitcoin’s popularity, yet there are indications toward the emergence of numerous other uses of this wonder in various industries outside of cryptocurrencies. The efficiency and valuably of this technology are remarkable. The blockchain network is highly reliable and safe, supported by cryptographic know-hows. Additionally, it’s remarkably cost efficient due to almost null fees and absence of intermediaries. Another benefit is speed. Finally, blockchain technologies are more fungible and versatile than those used in legacy banking, and they allow transcending the limitations of localization.
- **2013** -
  Collecting data on transactions and trading strategies on forex market. Dealing with 100 brokers.

- **2014** -
  Release of the first trading bot and debugging its trading activities. Generating steady income.

- **2015** -
  Extending broker base to 500 contacts and scaling the strategy to binary options.

- **2016** -
  Extending broker base to 800 contacts and scaling the strategy to Bitcoin and Litecoin cryptocurrencies.

- **2017** -
- 2017 -
- 09/2017 -
Final tests of all systems. Preparing for ICO.
- 11/2017 -
The development of mobile apps for Android and iOS is started.
- 10/2017 -
The work on HighRewardCoin website is started.
- 12/2017 -
The development of HighRewardCoin smart contract. The launch of HighRewardCoin website. The start of marketing campaign.

- 2018 -
- 20/01/2018 -
Launching ICO.
- 20/03/2018 -
The launch of HRC trading on etherdelta.com. The launch of internal HRC exchange. Reaching the price of $15
ROADMAP

- 27/03/2018 -
  The start of Lending program
  Reaching the price of $35

- 05/04/2018 -
  Listing on Coinmarketcap

- 06/07/2018 -
  Issuance of our own debit card.

- 08/08/2018 -
  HighRewardCoin conference in Macau for all
  VIP participants of Lending system.

- 10/11/2018 -
  Opening the offices in 20 countries
  around the globe.

- 29/03/2018 -
  The launch of mobile HRC wallet
  for iOS and Android.

- 05/06/2018 -
  Reaching the price of $110. Entering the
  Coinmarketcap's top 100 cryptos list.

- 07/08/2018 -
  Development of HighRewardCoin platform.

- 09/10/2018 -
  The launch of beta version of HighRewardCoin
  merchant system.

- 12/2018 -
  Closing the fiscal year and drawing plans
  for the next year, 2019.

- 2019 -
HighRewardCoin has developed a progressive and innovative credit system highly superior to those of the competitors, since our objective is to integrate several marketplaces of digital finances. We have refrained from daily payouts due to recognizing the increased risks of lowered interests for investors’ community. Instead, we have projected the plan that presupposes the payments in specific periods with increased interests depending on the deposit amount and chosen duration.

Such an approach secures the proficiency of investing in ICO sales, mid- and long-term trading or our operations with binary options.

HighRewardCoin platform ensures the proper workings of our ecosystem, demonstrating transparency and safety of our transactions, because our primary task is to protect the finances of our customers and affiliates shaping our growing social system.

**- COIN LENDING PROFITS INTEREST-**
This system is designed for those customers who prefer to get their returns as fast as possible. For them our team has created a special product, short-term, but, respectively, less profitable. But it will also find its customers since the investors’ capital is protected as reliably as in the standard lending program.

This plan is setup for those investors who desire to profit in the fastest available way. For these folks our experts have developed a unique option with short term of running, though, of course, with lower yields. Nevertheless, this option will definitely appeal to some of our clientele as your investments here are safeguarded with the same trustworthy mechanisms as in the normal lending version.
The HighRewardCoin platform will become accessible to our subscribers upon the scheduled start of ICO sale. The platform will provide our users with original and customizable account page with the tools for participating in ICO, utilizing digital wallet, joining affiliate and lending programs. Keep track of the ICO schedule and sign up to draw maximum advantage off our platform and testify to the efficiency and usability of provided tools, settings and options.

At the moment we have a platform ready for PC and mobile device web browsers and are planning the launch of mobile apps for most popular systems that will be available in Apple Store and Google Play.

However, before we announce the launch of the applications, beware of fraudulent ones that may appear in these stores.
Our intelligent contract enables us to issue only 9,240,000 token for ICO sale, and 10% of the sold tokens amount is reserved for referral payments and bounty rewards.

Before the launch of ICO the link to intelligent contract will be available on our website, and each investor can verify it and assure themselves that all their interests are duly protected.
The HighRewardCoin homepage will feature the level or degree based system of sales. This way the earliest investors will get the most profitable and attractive price, and then the price will be increasing.

During the ICO functions a single bonus program linked to the size of tokens in each block. Blocks are sold starting with the first (#1) and ending with the last (#5). When the ETH payment falls on the block’s edge, there applies a segregated discount. The BTC payments are fully equated to the price of block that is currently sold. The switching of prices between blocks is entirely automatic and transparent until the reaching of total hardcap (at the selling of the last token of the last block).

After the sale of tokens ends in one round, the next one will start automatically.
The token issuance is managed by the Ethereum smart contract that also provides for acceptance of non-ETH currencies (BTC) and reserves tokens. There's no possibility of endless token issuance. Neither is there a need of token burning. The tokens are issued in strict accordance with the received ETH & BTC currency.

Investors in ETH receive tokens immediately in the same transaction. Investors in BTC receive tokens within two weeks after the ending of ICO. Investors in ETH & BTC are in equal conditions since there's a common pause in token exchange that will be removed a month after the ICO. While BTC investors receive their token only after the finalization of ICO, this is tantamount to the frozen tokens that are immediately transferred to ETH investors.

Smart contract guarantees the provision of hardcap: It is not possible to create more then 9,240,000 HRC tokens (+23% for additional goals). Payments that exceed the limit will be refunded.
Exchange Rate Policies

All targets of financing and sale price are based on the US dollar amounts (listed below). Through daily exchange rate monitoring, smart contract modifies sale RATE so that there will always be a fixed USD price.

Hardcap is tied to the maximum possible amount of sold tokens (see the table below). However, the different parts in view of the oscillations of exchange rates may be sold for different ETH price, while the USD is the same for the sale date.

Smart contract guarantees the provision of softcap: If before the moment of the round’s ending there will be less than 725,000 HRC sold, then each ETH investor receives the right to address the smart contract and to take his or her money back (the founder cannot prevent it in any way). The company guarantees the BTC investors the full refund of BTC to the same wallets.
Our crew decided to incorporate an extended referral system. We did it to avoid paying our money to large global corporations who profit off advertisements. Instead, we will distribute this money within our community by means of referral system. The system would encompass both ICO and lending programs.

There applies a referral program, with tokens being paid for 4 generations of referred investors according to the plan (percentage of the amount of tokens bought). 10% of tokens are reserved for referral program’s payments.

In theory, it is possible that, if all the participants will form the bonus ladder, the total percentage of payments will be about 18%. However, the payment reserve is strictly set to 10% and will not be changed. In this case, the share of each payment will be proportionally decreased.

It is much more likely that the total payments of referral program will reach 7% to 9%. In this case, the partners will receive their tokens according to the plan, without increasing their share. The remaining tokens (1% to 3%) are directed to company’s working reserve (to the company’s balance, not for the staff).
INITIAL COIN OFFERING (ICO)

YOU
8%
2%
1%
0.5%

- REFERRAL SYSTEM -

Direct 8%: 1st Generation
Indirect 2%: 2nd Generation
Indirect 1%: 3rd Generation
Indirect 0.5%: 4th Generation
The referral program will also be applicable to individuals who will invest their tokens into the lending program.

**INITIAL COIN OFFERING (ICO)**

**ICO Program Bonus**

- Level 1: 8%
- Level 2: 2%
- Level 3: 1%
- Level 4: 0.5%

**Lending Program Bonus**

- Level 1: 8%
- Level 2: 2%
- Level 3: 1%
- Level 4: 0.5%
INITIAL COIN OFFERING (ICO)

The amount of token you bought will be automatically transmitted to your wallet on HighRewardCoin platform, and the same is true for the coins allocated to members of affiliate program as soon as the referrals are approved.

The coins are stored in the wallet until the finalization of ICO, and afterwards you may choose to remit them to one of the exchanges listed on our site where they may be traded.

- DISTRIBUTION OF TOKENS -

- 77% ICO
- 10% referral
- 6% team
- 3% after ico marketing
- 2% bounty
- 2% reserve
Given the active and intense worldwide adoption, proliferation and accessibility of machine learning, our team is extremely happy to present this innovative project to our audience. We are constantly and untiringly working towards the growth, extension and evolution of our proprietary neural network in order to deliver even higher profitability to our fold of investors. Our staff features the leading professionals in this field, which ensures faster and more expansive development than that of competitive firms. Our company presents a perfect instrument for the functional realization of profits. Therefore this ICO equips you with an unprecedented opportunity to partner with real professionals that are undeniable leaders in the area.
Machine or computational learning is a rapidly and remarkably expanding and flourishing area of IT research and implementation which presupposes the capability of a machine to acquire patterns of behavior through means other than direct coding and straightforward instructions. This is an exploding field that quickly gains traction and has birthed such achievements as driverless vehicles, voice recognition software, greatly enhanced and novel online search tools, as well as groundbreaking approaches to deciphering genetic riddles. There are good chances everyone has encountered learned computers in their environment without recognizing or noticing the fact. Forward-thinking scientists and geeks believe this industry provides a sure gateway to the long-expected true artificial cognition not inferior to human mind. Decades of study and research had fueled the appearance of diverse methodology and varieties of computational cognition and the programs and robots capable of such information procession and implementation. The artificial cognitive process may be fully or partially human-controlled, but there also exist more advanced approaches where the computer works autonomously or quasi-autonomously, profiting by active, reinforced and deep absorption of knowledge and behavior. One of the better known and rapidly growing fields of computational learning features what is widely known as neural networks, being the connected systems of automata based on the concept of imitating the workings of human nervous system by means of combining and testing the discoveries of the most advanced studies and scientific investigations in the world of biological research, neuroscience, science of mind, medicine, systems analysis, fields complexity and chaos studies, mathematical modeling, etc. This is a highly impactful field evolving at a cosmic pace with multitudes of known and yet-to-be-grasped applications, with new algorithms, clusters and network projects springing up literally by the minute. The team of our company includes the specialists with impressive background, education and experience of work with computational cognition and neural networking. We follow the latest trends in the field, adopt the hottest technologies, and write our own algorithms. Finally, we integrate the results of our study, experience, research and experimenting with the game-changing and most sophisticated insights from the field of trading and investing based on real case examples, data analysis, and insider knowledge. Coupled with the latest developments of the blockchain methodology and Ethereum network and smart contracts, this results in a genuinely reliable and advanced trading platform equipped to bring the top profits and handled with utmost expertise. And we never stop in our tracks, but constantly progress and evolve, delivering the innovative approaches and planning even greater achievements for tomorrow.
WILL I PROFIT BY FORWARDING NEW PARTICIPANTS TO THE SYSTEM?
Sure, HighRewardCoin provides a profitable premium plan providing you with the opportunities of additional profits for your affiliates’ HighRewardCoin lending investments and their purchase of HighRewardCoin tokens via ICO.

ARE THERE LOW AND TOP LEVELS FOR DEPOSITS?
The lowest allowed depositing is mere $100, while the top size of a single transaction is $99,999. However, you are able to open several lending transactions after 24 hours since your initial lending.

BUT WAIT, ISN’T THIS A SCAM BY CHANCE?
The investors are prone to view lending offers as hazardous and risk-laden. Prior to joining, one should weight all the failure factors. Yet HighRewardCoin guarantees that we don’t engage in any scamming or criminal actions. Our objective is to build an ambitious no-nonsense network that would be profitable to everyone connected.
WHAT IS HIGHREWARDCOIN INVESTING IN?

HighRewardCoin invests in three different instruments to exclude any risk: forex, binary options, and cryptocurrencies. All three instruments are managed by the trading bots using the state-of-the-art strategies.

WHY ARE YOU SURE THAT HRC PRICE WILL BE GROWING?

We have one of the most appealing and customer-oriented lending programs, and a substantial part of coins sold via ICO will be invested into it. After launching the lending activities, we will use unencumbered capital to purchase HRC off the market thus creating its shortage.

HOW SOON WILL I RECEIVE MY HRC TOKENS AFTER THE PAYMENT?

When paying in ETH, the contract will automatically and immediately credit it to the balance of the wallet which you have specified in your account settings. When paying in BTC, the tokens may appear in your wallet few days later, depending on network confirmations.
TERMS and PRIVACY POLICY

HighRewardCoin absolutely complies with anti-spam legislation that defines and describes the restrictions for business messaging, guarantees the users the liberty to demand the termination of utilizing their email for such messaging, and determines fines and recompense for non-compliance. We use your electronic mail address for:

- Notifying messages, ticket responses and basic contact
- Order procession and update information
- Sending extra details relevant to your account

By registering with HighRewardCoin, you admit recognizing the related risks involved and accepting the possibility of any potential losses or effects of other sorts. Positive historical performance is in no way a hedge against negative outcomes or warrant of analogous or improved results in the perspective of the future. Any content of HighRewardCoin website or social media resources is provided for general information purposes and cannot be viewed as recommendation for investing your capital.

HighRewardCoin (HRC) is a digital currency whose price is discovered in the market. It doesn’t presuppose fixed yields or dividends as such. The purchaser upon buying the HRC cannot cancel the transaction or demand the refund. It is best to consult an investment expert before taking part in ICO scheme.

The HighRewardCoin online site, any tabs, text, content, audio, pictures, design, and other data or details included, is exclusively designated for general information aims. The users have the right to exploit the content for non-commercial or personal purposes, however it is prohibited to copy or transfer the website data to any third party resources without HighRewardCoin permission.

By registering with HighRewardCoin you demonstrate your compliance and agreement to handle the investment data and other details rendered on the site for your non-commercial individual interests only, and to accept the HighRewardCoin terms of use described herein without any undisclosed or hidden purposes.

The HighRewardCoin subscribers are expected not to make offenses or spread unreliable, false or damaging information about our project on any internet resources including social media, blogosphere and message boards. Any issues with the account should be directed to our support professionals for quick solution. The transgression and violation of the abovementioned terms may be penalized by suspension or, in extreme case, ban of user account.

The HighRewardCoin company guarantees the insurance and return of deposits.
Contact email: support@highrewardcoin.io

ICO PERIOD:
ICO: 20 JAN. - 20 FEB., 2018

TOKEN SALE